Motorbike parts diagram

Welcome, Kawasaki owners. Access the information and tools you need to get the most out of
your vehicle. Kawasaki Genuine Parts are the only parts on the market specifically engineered
and tested to fit your Kawasaki vehicle. They undergo comprehensive evaluation to ensure the
hightest quality and durability standards to help maximize the life of your vehicle, and give you
peace of mind that your Kawasaki is always operiating at peak performance. The proper
maintenance of your Kawasaki vehicle is the best way to ensure that it operates at its full
potential. Whether you work on your vehicle or bring it to an authorized dealer for service, we
recommend that you use Kawasaki Genuine Parts. Select a category and model to find the parts
diagram you are looking for. No accessories found. No two are alike. Each Kawasaki product
line has a distinct VIN location. The exact location for these numbers in your particular model is
illustrated in your owner's manual near the front of the book. They also appear on your
registration documents. Parts Diagrams. The Vehicle Category field is required. Select a Year.
The Vehicle Model field is required. Select Vehicle. HINs have 12 digits. They look like this:
KAWJ Motorcycles You will find the VIN stamped on the steering head, below the handlebars.
Mule Utility Vehicles You will find the VIN on the top edge of the front bench seat base, just
below the seat cushion. Subscription Preferences. Enter your email address so that we can find
your existing information. Sorry, cannot submit. Invalid fields exist in below form. If you are
currently subscribed, check your email for a secure link. Didn't receive an email from us? We're
Sorry. There has been an error. Motorcycle components and systems for a motorcycle are
engineered, manufactured, and assembled in order to produce motorcycle models with the
desired performance, aesthetics, and cost. The key components of modern motorcycles are
presented below. The chassis of a motorcycle includes the frame and suspension, along with
the front forks, of the vehicle. The frame is typically made from welded aluminium or steel or
alloy struts, with the rear suspension being an integral component in the design. Carbon fibre ,
titanium , and magnesium are used in a few very expensive custom frames. The frame includes
the head tube that holds the front fork and allows it to pivot. Some motorcycles include the
engine as a load-bearing stressed member ; this has been used all through motorcycle history
but is now becoming more common. Oil-in-frame Oif chassis, where the lubricating oil is stored
in the frame of the motorcycle, was used for Vincent Motorcycles of the s, and for a while during
the s on some NVT British motorcycles. It was widely unpopular and generally regarded as a
bad idea at the time. Today it is a used on some " thumpers " single-cylinder four-strokes that
usually have dry-sump lubrication requiring an external oil tank. It has since gained some
cachet in the modern custom bike world too because of the space savings it can afford and the
reference to an earlier era. Buell motorcycles employed a similar design with the oil held in the
swingarm and fuel held in the frame. Modern designs have the two wheels of a motorcycle
connected to the chassis by a suspension arrangement, however ' chopper ' style motorcycles
often elect to forgo rear suspension, using a rigid frame. The front suspension is usually built
into the front fork and may consist of telescoping tubes called fork tubes which contain the
suspension inside or some multibar linkage that incorporate the suspension externally. There is
another type of front suspension system which is Earles type which highly used in off-road
motorcycles. The rear suspension supports the swingarm , which is attached via the swingarm
pivot bolt to the frame and holds the axle of the rear wheel. The rear suspension can consist of
several shock arrangements:. A motorcycle fork is the portion of a motorcycle that holds the
front wheel and allows one to steer. For handling, the front fork is the most critical part of a
motorcycle. The combination of rake and trail determines how stable the motorcycle is. The
'fork' on a motorcycle consists of multiple components. The triple trees also known as yokes
hold the fork tubes which contain the fork springs , and are fastened to the neck of the frame by
the steering stem. At the bottom of the fork tubes are the lower legs, often referred to as sliders.
The sliders house the dampening assemblies, which vary based on the brand and type of fork.
The front axle is located perpendicular and engages the sliders. Almost all commercially
available motorcycles are driven by conventional gasoline internal combustion engines , but
some small scooter-type models use an electric motor , and a very small number of diesel
models exist e. Motorcycles have mostly, but not exclusively, been produced with one to four
cylinders , and designers have tried virtually every imaginable layout. The most common engine
configurations today are the single and twin , the V-twin , the opposed twin or boxer , and the
in-line triple and in-line four. A number of others designs have reached mass production,
including the V-4 , the flat 6-cylinder , the flat 4-cylinder , the in-line 6-cylinder , and the Wankel
engine. Exotic engines, such as a radial piston engine, sometimes appear in custom built
motorcycles, though two firms Megola and Redrup put radial-engined motorcycles into
production. Engines with more cylinders for the same displacement feel smoother to ride.
Engines with fewer cylinders are cheaper, lighter, and easier to maintain. Liquid-cooled
motorcycles have a radiator which is the primary way their heat is dispersed. Coolant or oil is

constantly circulated between this radiator and the cylinder when the engine is running.
Air-cooled motorcycles rely on air blowing past fins on the engine case to disperse heat.
Liquid-cooled motorcycles have the potential for greater power at a given displacement, tighter
tolerances, and longer operating life, whereas air-cooled motorcycles are potentially cheaper to
purchase, less mechanically complex and are lighter. An air-cooled engine contracts and
expands with its wider temperature range, requiring looser tolerances, and giving shorter
engine life. The temperature range of an air-cooled two-stroke is even more extreme and
component life even shorter than in an air-cooled four-stroke. As applied to motorcycles,
two-stroke engines have some advantages over equivalent four-stroke engines : they are
lighter, mechanically much simpler, and produce more power when operating at their best. But
four-stroke engines are cleaner, more reliable, and deliver power over a much broader range of
engine speeds. In developed countries, two-stroke road-bikes are rare, becauseâ€”in addition to
the reasons aboveâ€”modifying them to meet contemporary emissions standards is
prohibitively expensive. Almost all modern two-strokes are single-cylinder, liquid-cooled, and
under cc. In November , the Dutch company E. Other manufacturers, including Royal Enfield ,
had been producing diesel-powered bikes since at least the s. Most motorcycles have a
sequential manual transmission shifted by a foot lever. Some mostly smaller motorcycles, and
many scooters use either a continuously variable transmission , or a hydraulic automatic
transmission. These systems are mostly found on smaller dirt bikes e. Engine power can be
engaged or interrupted through the clutch , typically an arrangement of plates stacked in
alternating fashion, one geared on the inside to the engine and the next geared on the outside
to the transmission input shaft. Chain-drive uses sprockets and a roller chain , which requires
both lubrication and adjustment for elongation stretch that occurs through wear. The lubricant
is subject to being thrown off the fast-moving chain and results in grime and dirt build-up.
Chains do deteriorate, and excessive wear on the front and rear sprockets can be dangerous. In
a chain-drive, the power is transmitted into the rear wheel via a cush drive. Conventional roller
chain-drives suffer the potential for vibration, as the effective radius of action in a chain and
sprocket combination constantly changes during the revolution "chordal action". If a drive
sprocket rotates at constant RPM, then the chain and the driven sprocket must accelerate and
decelerate constantly. Most chain-driven motorcycles are fitted with a rubber bushed rear wheel
hub to eliminate this vibration issue. Belt-drive and shaft-drive are also used. Small budget
motorcycles may have a totally enclosed drive chain, but this is rare on larger motorcycles, an
exception being the Norton rotary bikes. To prevent rapid wear of the chain and sprockets, it is
customary to apply a greasy chain-lube via an aerosol. Many riders also fit aftermarket
chain-oilers to feed a regular supply of oil to the chain at the rear sprocket. The custom of
lubing by immersing the chain in a tin of hot grease ceased in the early s, once most chains had
rubber "O'-rings. The original Suzuki RE5 of came with a rear chain oiler, but the model had a
sealed chain, and its oiler was deleted as "unnecessary". A belt-drive is still subject to stretch
but operates very quietly, cleanly, and efficiently. A toothed belt is frequently used. However,
they are not as durable when subjected to high horsepower as a chain. You can not alter the
length and change final drive ratios as easily as chains. They also can not wrap as closely
around chains. And require larger pulleys compared to chain sprockets to get an effective final
drive ratio. Replacing a drive belt typically requires removal of the swingarm, since belts cannot
be split the way a chain with a master link can. A shaft-drive is usually completely enclosed; the
visual cue is a tube extending from the rear of the transmission to a bell housing on the rear
wheel. Inside the bell housing a bevel gear on the shaft mates with another on the wheel mount.
This arrangement is superior in terms of noise and cleanliness and is virtually
maintenance-free, with the exception of occasional fluid changes. They are the most durable
and usually last the life of the motorcycle. However, the additional gear sets are a source of
power loss and added weight. A shaft-equipped motorcycle may also be susceptible to shaft
effect. Virtually all high-performance racing motorcycles use chain-drive because they are the
most mechanically efficient transmitting power to the rear wheel. The wheel rims are usually
steel or aluminum generally with steel spokes and an aluminum hub or mag -type cast or
machined aluminum. Cast magnesium disks, produced by one-step hot forging from
magnesium alloys ZK60 and MA, are also used for many motorcycle wheels. At one time,
motorcycles used wire wheels built up from separate components , but, except for dirtbikes ,
one-piece wheels are more common now. Performance racing motorcycles often use
carbon-fibre wheels, but the expense of these wheels is prohibitively high for general usage.
Motorcycles mainly use pneumatic tires. However, in some cases where punctures are common
some enduros , the tires are filled with a tire mousse which is unpunctureable. Both types of tire
come in many configurations. The most important characteristic of any tire is the contact patch
, the small area that is in contact with the road surface while riding. There are tires designed for

dirt bikes, touring, sport and cruiser bikes. Dirt bike tires have knobbly, deep treads for
maximum grip on loose dirt, mud, or gravel; such tires tend to be less stable and noisier on
paved surfaces. Sport or performance tires are designed to provide maximum grip for street use
on paved surfaces but tend to wear faster. Touring tires are usually made of a harder rubber
compound for greater durability, these may last longer but tend to provide less outright grip
compared to sports tires at optimal operating temperatures. Touring tires typically offer more
grip at lower temperatures and can be more suited to riding in cold or winter conditions where a
sport tire may never reach its optimal operating temperature. Cruiser and sport touring tires are
designed to compromise between grip and durability. These tend to have stronger sidewalls as
they are typically fitted to heavier machines. Motorsport or racing tires offer the highest of
levels of grip. Due of the high temperatures at which these tires typically operate, use outside a
racing environment is unsafe, typically these tires do not reach their optimum temperature
which provides less than optimal grip. In racing situations, tires are normally brought up to
temperature in advance based on application and conditions through the use of tire warmers.
There are generally two independent brakes on a motorcycle, one set on the front wheel and
one on the rear. However, some models have "linked brakes" whereby both can be applied at
the same time using only one control. Front brakes are generally much more effective than rear
brakes: roughly two thirds of stopping power comes from the front brakeâ€”mainly as a result
of weight transfer being much more pronounced compared to longer or lower vehicles, because
of the motorcycle's short wheelbase relative to its center of mass height. This can result in
brake dive. Brakes can either be drum or disc based, with disc brakes being more common on
large, modern or more expensive motorcycles for their far superior stopping power, particularly
in wet conditions. There are many brake-performance-enhancing aftermarket parts available for
most motorcycles, including brake pads of varying compounds and steel-braided brake lines.
Harley-Davidson replaced drum brakes with disc brakes on Big Twin models starting in , and on
Sportster models starting in Other manufacturers have since also adopted this technology.
Most road motorcycles have an instrument panel , usually consisting of speedometer ,
odometer and tachometer. Fuel gauges are becoming more common, but traditionally a reserve
tank arrangement is used with a petcock petrol tap on the side of the motorcycle allowing the
rider to switch to a reserve fuel supply when the main fuel supply is exhausted. There is not
actually a separate reserve tank: The intake for the petcock has two pipes, one extending higher
into the fuel tank than the other. Riders whose bikes lack a fuel gauge most machines prior to
the past few years usually learn how far they can go with a full tank of fuel, and then use a trip
meter if available to judge when they must refill the tank. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
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to re-program your ECU fuel injection. If you have a motorbike and use it as your usual mean of
transport, you'll understand how important keeping good maintenance of your bike is for your
safety on the road. If you don't know the ins and outs of motorbike maintenance, it's best to
leave it in the hands of a professional. Yet you may want to get more involved or are
considering purchasing a bike for the first time. If this is the case, you may want to know some
general basics of the motorcycle engine so you don't sound like a complete noob. If you want to
quench your thirst for knowledge, and provide more of an insight into how your beloved
motorcycle works, read this informative oneHOWTO article on what are the different parts of a
motorbike engine and their functions. Like most non-electric cars, motorcycles are powered by
an internal combustion engine. This means that fuel usually gasoline or diesel is burned or
combusted to make the parts of the car move which propel it along. The cylinder head is an
engine part which is constructed of various materials, depending on the model: often cast iron
or aluminium alloy. The function of the cylinder head is to seal the top of the engine cylinders.
These engine cylinders are what form the combustion chamber. It is also referred to as an
engine head or the head. It is not only the combustion chamber , but shafts and valves are also
found here. In motorcycles the valves for the head tend to be side valve or overhead. Different

motorbikes have different head shapes, which often affect performance as some allow more
space for combustion than others. Aficionados have come to identify each type of head shape ,
as they can be pretty striking. The head will also be up on the front of the motorbike, something
which was not always the case. The first motorcycles developed were steam powered and had
the engine on the back. Problems with the cylinder heads means there is an integral problem
with the rest of the engine. It will also affect the processes which occur after combustion, such
as exhaust removal of smoke and fumes. This is one of the most common reason you see
problems with excess smoke coming from the exhaust. The engine of a motorcycle may have
up to six cylinders which are cast from iron. They need to be made from such a strong material
so they can be capable of withstanding very high temperatures. The purpose of the cylinders is
to provide a sealed space for the movement of the pistons. Commonly, the cylinders are
referred to as the engine block, and is also used as a way to measure the engine's power to
determine of the size of the cylinders. Single cylinder engines are one of the simplest
combustion engines out there. While they have their use, they also have certain drawbacks. A
single cylinder engine is cheap to run and shouldn't tax even the most amateur mechanic too
hard. They do not have very high speeds nor is their acceleration particularly good, but they
cool much quicker than most other engines. On of the inconveniences is the vibration and noise
which single cylinders emit. They can be uncomfortable to ride for this reason and can annoy
neighbors when operated at night. Twin cylinders are the most common type of motorbike
engine in the UK. Their types include the straight-twin, v-twin pictured below , flat-twin and
tandem-twin. The names represent the shape and position of the cylinders in the engine. The
different positions can affect performance as well as reduce vibration. The more cylinders the
motorbike has, the better the performance should be. This may be mitigated by the ability to
control bigger bikes. There are even V8 and V10 8 and 10 cylinder engines in a V-shape , but
these tend to look like something the Dark Knight might ride. The pistons drive the movements
of the connecting rod , moving up and down inside the cylinders. They can move up and down
only, so the connecting rod moves from left to right as the pistons rise and fall, transferring
energy to the drive train. Pistons are made from materials like cast iron, steel alloys with
aluminium or nickel and cast iron. Through the movement of the pistons, the energy of the
combustion of gases is transferred to the connecting rod. These pistons will move at
tremendous speeds and need to be in good nick as they can cause an accident if broken. Take a
look at how to know if your piston rings are bad for more information on the subject. The
connecting or piston rod, Meanwhile, is the link between the pistons and the crankshaft. While
the pistons move up and down, the rod is designed to convert this reciprocating motion into a
rotating motion. In other words, it converts the movement of the piston into the rotation of the
crankshaft. Normally, the material use for manufacturing the connecting or piston rod is steel,
aluminium or titanium. If there is a problem with the connecting rod , there could be big trouble.
Why does this happen? If you have rod bearing failure where the crankshaft wears out
prematurely , you will have to take all of the motorbike apart to reach the parts which need
replacing. It can be difficult to diagnose problems with the piston rod, so make sure to get
professional mechanical advice if you are unsure. The crankshaft is a shaft connects to the
connecting rod, which rotates and moves in coordination the pistons, as explained above. The
rotary motion of the crankshaft is what sets the motorcycle chain and ultimately the wheels of
the motorbike into motion. The special shapes of the crankshaft mean that the different pistons
move at different intervals. The timing of these intervals is very precise and if there is a
mis-timing, it can cause a lot of trouble. They will need to be controlled by this timing chain or
belt, although chains are most common. This is unlike cars which have made greater use of
timing belts since the 's. They produce a spark, which subsequently ignites the fuel-air mixture
in the engine cylinders. This is how the combustion engine converts chemical fuel energy into
kinetic energy. Spark plugs are easy to replace, but are very important as without them your
motorcycle won't be able to move. If the spark plug does not seem to be working, there may be
a problem with your battery, as you need electricity to make the spark plug spark and thereby
ignite the fuel. Some other important parts of your motorbike engine are the Engine valves.
They are important because they control the passage of air and fuel to and from the combustion
chamber as well as the gas that the combustion generates. Checking their condition will allow
you to monitor if the combustion process is happening correctly and efficiently. You should
also adjust engine valves regularly to avoid serious and costly problems. Fuel injection is
another way to help control fuel entering the combustion chamber. They are not common on
older models, but are being used with increasing frequency. Similarly, turbochargers are
becoming more prevalent, but mainly on racing bikes. These are not commonly used
motorcycle engine parts , but it is possible they will be in the future. As with a motorcar,
motorbike engines will become very hot when running for a certain length of time. This is due to

the fuel being burned for kinetic energy. Without cooling the engine, it can overheat which
either damages the engine, causes it to fault or makes it too hot to ride. There are two main
ways of cooling a motorcycle engine and they are:. Unlike the majority of cars, the engines of
many motorcycles are exposed to the air. The engine may have a system which uses the flow of
air which goes past the motorbike when in motion. The air is dispersed around the engine and
utilize different engine parts to help in this process. Rarely they might use a fan to help disperse
heat, but more commonly they'll use fins or other methods to guide the air. If a motorbike
engine uses an airflow system for cooling, it can lead to the engine overheating if the engine is
turned on while stationary. Like most cars , a motorcycle's engine may have a radiator to help
disperse heat and keep it cool. This requires liquid coolant which flows past the different engine
parts to prevent overheating. They are becoming more popular and may eventually be the
industry standard. They are particularly important on racing bikes which may use fairing a shell
placed over the engine. Fairings maintain aerodynamics, but they also prevent airflow from
reaching the engine. Some engines may use the oil it needs for operation as coolant. This is
efficient as it uses the oil system for two concurrent purposes. It is not as common, however.
While it may seem obvious, the battery is an important part of most motorcycles. This is
especially so with modern motorbikes. The reason is because they use electrics to power the
ignition system and other important parts such as the lights. How integrated electric and
mechanical parts are will depend on the individual bike. Some will have various added functions
which may need battery power to work. These are the basic parts at the heart of your motorbike
engine. To find out how to keep them in good condition, we recommend the following
oneHOWTO article on how to maintain your motorbike engine. Share on:. By Max. D Gray.
Updated: July 10, Image: en. There are two main ways of cooling a motorcycle engine and they
are: Air cooling system Unlike the majority of cars, the engines of many motorcycles are
exposed to the air. Liquid cooling system Like most cars , a motorcycle's engine may have a
radiator to help disperse heat and keep it cool. Write a comment. Hi there! Very valuable
information , actually I'm interested in learning about different kinds of engines. See 1 answer
Answer. Notice: Some older parts displayed in this section are no longer available from Indian.
Contact your local Indian dealer for availability. Additionally any item shown on the schematic
comes as a unit of 1. If you need multiples of an item you must adjust the amount you order. In
order for work to be performed safely and correctly many parts replacement procedures and
repair procedures must be done by trained Polaris service technicians in a properly equipped
shop. You must read the service manual and be familiar with the service procedures before
starti
2006 scion tc black
2001 dodge dash bezel
2003 ford expedition fuse panel location
ng the work. Certain procedures require the use of special tools that are not available to the
general public and your dealer will have to perform these procedures for you as necessary. If
you have any doubt as to your ability to perform any of the procedures outlined in this service
manual, contact an authorized Polaris dealer for service. Procedures indicated to be performed
by dealers only could void your warranty if performed incorrectly. The failure to follow correct
procedures and use correct tools could result in serious injury or death. Skip to content Skip to
navigation Skip to footer. Filter your results by vehicle See if it fits your vehicle :. Find Parts Go.
No Records Found for Search. Consumer Warning In order for work to be performed safely and
correctly many parts replacement procedures and repair procedures must be done by trained
Polaris service technicians in a properly equipped shop. Your shopping cart:. No Items.
Shopping Cart. Buy Maintenance Parts Online Quickly.

